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Summer is Coming & Thank You
· for supporting us
· for reading this newsletter
· for encouraging us with messages
· for all the things you do that makes this work possible

IT Project - Update

The IT project supported by Microgaming - Play It

Forward and Zurich International was completed

during the school break. Since the children have

returned to school they have made full use of the

new equipment and the extended WiFi throughout

the school. The work has touched so many lives and

enabled more children to further their IT skills. Many

thanks to Steve, Geoff and Dave for their expertise

and time spent installing the systems

Childrens Work

Each month we have been taking about 15 of our young people to a

Christian event run by another charity, Hope Children International.

As well as singing and a biblical message they get to play football

and table tennis and meet up with many other youngsters. During

the summer there will be a five day camp and these days each

month are building relationships beforehand. It is something they

enjoy as they are always keen to go each month. We provide the

mini bus and responsible adult to look after the group

Above: Vasy works on the solar

hot water system



Donations towards the work are essential and regular monthly donations are

particularly welcome as it helps us budget for the year ahead. Ask for bank details if

you wish to set up a standing order or make a BACS payment. Cheques can be sent to

“Hands of Hope”, c/o C & R Baker, 14 Hawarden Avenue, Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 4BS

or via the Pay Pal link on our web site www.handsofhope.org.im

Funds
Our ongoing work costs money and we rely totally on the
generosity of people like you to be able to continue. Our
presence on the ground here in Romania means we can
oversee where each pound is spent and see each life
changed in some small way. As you come to the end of this
newsletter please consider how you might be able to further
support us

The Little Things

It is often the big headline projects that feature in this newsletter but sometimes it is the small things

that make the difference and keeps us busy. This last week a family we have known for a number of

years were trying sort their electricity supply. It was piggy backed off another supply so that three

families were sharing. To settle the debts and get their own meter was going to cost a considerable

sum as well as the threat of the supply being disconnected before the Easter bank holidays. We spoke

to the family, local mayor and the Eon engineer and managed to arrived at a plan whereby the debt

was settled and we would loan interest free the money for the new supply. By getting everyone to

talk, a way was found whereby the loan for the new meter would be paid for in installments from the

family's social payments, a result that just needed some brokering and this is what we are here for.

Donations

If you are able to donate any of the following much needed items it would be appreciated.

~ Ibuprofen (tablets or children's syrup)

~ Paracetamol (tablets or children's syrup)

~ Multi vitamins for children and adults.

~ Felt tips and crayons. (Please, not the budget items they are poor quality and do not last).

~ Geometry sets, simple colouring books, cartridge pens, school haversacks.

~ Trainers and winter shoes/boots but only in these sizes Child 12, 13, Adult 1-9.

 At this time we are not collecting any second hand clothes or items other than those on this list.

It costs us around 50 pence for every kilo of aid that we transport to Romania, with rising costs we try

not to bring out items that are not needed.

Site Maintenance

The first house built at Cobila was in 2004 and the last 15 years have seen many changes one of

which is the motor traffic using the site. The time has come to improve our site entrance, not only for

the motor traffic but also to improve the safety for the pedestrians using the entrance which is onto

the busy Dorohoi - Suceava main road. It will include new steps, hand rails and improved drainage.

You can see the site and entrance on Google Earth Street View. Search for "Hands of Hope Isle of

Man" location Sendriceni.
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